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Abstract—A hybrid electromagnetic (EM) circuit simulator
is proposed for incorporating multiport lumped circuit net-
works through their admittance matrices into the discontinuous
Galerkin time-domain (DGTD) method. The admittance matrix
in the Laplace domain can be derived analytically or obtained
from network parameters such as -parameters in the frequency
domain. To convert frequency-dependent -parameters into
the admittance matrix in the Laplace domain, the vector-fitting
technique is employed to facilitate the mapping process. The com-
putational domain of interest is split into two subdomains. One is
the EM part solved by the DGTD, and another is the circuit part
modeled by the basic I–V relationships in the time domain. The
couplings between the EM and circuit parts happen at lumped
ports where the port voltages and currents are solved via these
coupled systems. Due to the local properties of DGTD operations,
only small coupling matrix equation systems are involved. To
further improve the efficiency, local time-stepping strategy is
included. To show the validity of the proposed simulator, several
numerical examples are presented and compared with results
from other references.

Index Terms—Circuit network parameters, discontinuous
Galerkin time-domain (DGTD) method, fast-relaxation vector-fit-
ting (FRVF) method, local time-stepping (LTS) method, multiport
lumped-circuit networks, transient analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE ever-increasing operating frequencies of electronic
circuits and the continuous minimization of the packaging

size require the considerations of unintentional electromagnetic
(EM) emissions to ensure a successful system design. Pure
circuit simulations [1] based on circuit theory lacks the ability
to combine the radiation effect into the simulation process. On
the other hand, a full-wave simulator is able to take into account
the EM radiation effect by solving Maxwell’s and circuit equa-
tions simultaneously. Generally, there are two major methods
to incorporate the lumped networks. One is using network
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parameters such as circuit scattering or admittance matrices
[2]–[4], [13] to represent the complex circuit networks. Another
one is using SPICE-like models [12], [14], [19] to replace the
networks. Compared with SPICE-like models, network-pa-
rameter-based methods have genuine advantages since lumped
circuit systems could have been pre-designed and characterized
in terms of the measured or simulated -parameters. In this
case, lumped circuit networks are regarded as black boxes. This
is ideal for confidential purposes to avoid disclosing Internet
protocol (IP) details.
Compared with frequency-domain methods, time-domain

methods have inherent merits since they can characterize the
broadband properties through a single simulation. Among
various available time-domain full-wave methods, the fi-
nite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is popular for its direct
solution of Maxwell’s equations in the time domain [10].
Recently, FDTD has been applied to model lumped circuit
networks [2]–[9]. The lumped elements in the circuit network
are treated through a direct stamping approach [5], [6] by
assigning each element into an edge of the FDTD grid, or using
equivalent voltage/current source concepts [7]–[9] to represent
the entire network. Another approach is by transforming the
admittance matrix in the Laplace domain to the time domain
using the fact that the division of the current or voltage by
the state variable in the -domain is an integral
operation in the time domain [3], [4].
To model complex geometries with higher order accuracy,

the time-domain finite-element method (TDFEM) [11] is an-
other good candidate. Similar to the FDTD, the TDFEMhas also
been extended to solve antenna, electrical packaging, and circuit
problems [12]–[14]. The TDFEM combined with a SPICE-like
transient solver modified nodal analysis (MNA) [33] is devel-
oped [12], [14]. In [13], the TDFEM is coupled with lumped cir-
cuit networks represented by admittance matrix in the Laplace
domain. In these references, the entire computational domain is
split into two parts. One is the EM part and another is the cir-
cuit domain. The EM part is solved by the TDFEM, while the
circuit subsystem is analyzed by circuit solvers. The interaction
between the EM and circuit subsystems happens at the lumped
port residing over the finite-element method (FEM)-based mesh
edges. When only measured networks parameters are known,
vector fitting is employed to approximate the admittance ele-
ment by rational functions [13]. To further improve the effi-
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ciency of the hybrid solver, a flexible time-marching scheme
deploying different time-step size for the circuit and field sub-
systems is adopted in [26].
The discontinuous Galerkin time-domain (DGTD) method

[15]–[22] is a promising approach, which is the combination
of the finite-volume method [23] and FEM [11]. It supports var-
ious types and shapes of elements and unstructured meshes. It
can easily achieve refinement. Due to the local property
of the DGTD, the solution is allowed to be discontinuous across
boundary faces between neighboring elements. The communi-
cation between adjacent elements is achieved via the numerical
flux. In this way, the resultant mass matrix is locally coupled
with the dimension equal to the number of degrees of freedom in
that element. It can be regarded as an element-level domain-de-
composition method and solved element by element with a fully
explicit time-marching scheme. In [16] and [17], the DGTD is
applied to study the transient behavior of interconnect structures
with simple linearR, L, andC lumped elements. Each lumped el-
ement is treated through a FDTD-like direct stamping approach
by assigning each of them to a rectangular impedance surface.
For this kind of direct stamping method, it lacks the flexibility
to tackle complex circuit networks. In [18], the lumped network
is solved by a direct call of the external commercial circuit sim-
ulator SPICE, while [19] developed a hybrid field-circuit by
exploiting the DGTD and MNA to handle single lumped port
circuits.
For approaches in [17]–[19], details of circuit networks must

be known in advance. However, there are many situations where
only network parameters like - or -parameters are provided.
In this paper, an algorithm for incorporating circuit networks
based on the admittance matrix in the Laplace domain into the
DGTD is proposed [4], [13]. To the authors’ knowledge, such
an algorithm has never been reported in the DGTD literature. To
solve the hybrid distributive and lumped system, thewhole com-
putational system is divided into two subsystems: one is the EM
subsystem, and another is the circuit subsystem. The EM sub-
system is analyzed by solving two first-order Maxwell’s equa-
tions with the DGTD, and the circuit subsystem is modeled by
the relationship based on the time-domain admittance ma-
trix. The lumped port residing over an impedance surface is de-
fined at the interface between the EM and circuits subsystems.
The EM-to-circuit coupling is facilitated by introducing an ex-
ternal port voltage source computed by the EM solver, while
the circuit-to-EM coupling is realized by introducing a port cur-
rent source calculated through the circuit solver. This coupled
EM-circuit system matrix is local with the dimension equal to
the number of degrees of freedom for the -field in the mesh
cell plus the number of port voltage and current. When multi-
scale meshes are involved, in our approach, the local time-step-
ping (LTS) [25] strategy is applied to the proposed algorithm.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The theory and

formulation of the proposed algorithm is described in Section II.
It includes the formulation of the DGTD, the circuit system
equations, and the construction of the hybrid EM-circuit system

Fig. 1. Geometrical illustration of the boundary condition at the lumped port.
is a unit normal vector pointing from element to .

matrix. In Section III, numerical results are presented. Both pas-
sive and active circuit devices are benchmarked. Conclusions
are made at the end of this paper.

II. THEORY AND FORMULATION

A. Formulation of DGTD

Suppose that we are concerning the EM field in the compu-
tational domain bounded by . The global domain is
meshed into a set of nonoverlapping subdomains bounded
by a surface , where . Applying the discontin-
uous Galerkin testing procedure to the two first-orderMaxwell’s
equations leads to the following two equations:

(1)

(2)

where denotes the th vector basis function for in the th
subdomain and denotes the th vector basis function for
in th subdomain. is the externally imposed current den-
sity. is the unit outward normal vector of the th subdomain.

and are called the numerical flux for commu-
nications between adjacent elements. At the lumped port, a sur-
face electric current density coupled from the circuit sub-
system exists. The geometrical illustration is shown in Fig. 1.
and represent the width and length of the rectangular lumped
port, respectively. This surface port current density will impose
a jump of the tangential magnetic field, which is incorporated
into the numerical flux. By solving the Riemann problem with
fulfilling the Rankine–Hugoniot condition, a general expression
of the upwind flux can be derived as [20]–[23]

(3)
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(4)

The superscripts and represent local and its adjacent ele-
ments, respectively. is the intrinsic wave
impedance in the th element and is the
intrinsic wave impedance in the corresponding neighboring el-
ement. and are intrinsic wave ad-
mittances. At boundary faces of elements with no lumped port,
the extra term vanishes. The upwind flux based on the
field tangential continuity condition is then recovered.
Next, fields and in the domain are expanded by local

basis functions , ,
where and are the number of degrees of freedom for
and in the th domain, respectively. and are time-de-
pendent coefficients. By substituting these two expressions to-
gether with (3) and (4) into (1) and (2), the semi-discrete EM
matrix system in elements where lumped ports reside can be
constructed as

(5)

(6)

where

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

where superscript ( is the set of indices of neigh-
boring elements of element ). represents the lumped
port surface shared by element and . and denote
the th testing basis for the and -fields in the th element,
respectively. and denote the th basis functions for
the and -fields in the th element, respectively.
The first-order time derivatives in (5) and (6) will be ap-

proximated using the centering difference method with second-
order accuracy, which is compatible with the circuit solver. The
-field unknowns are evaluated at and the -field un-
knowns are evaluated at . To achieve a
fully explicit time marching scheme, backward approximations

, in (7) and

in (8) are applied for terms arising from the
upwind flux.
In this way, the fully discrete local system equations can be

obtained from the semi-discrete system in (5) and (6) as

(22)

(23)

The unknown terms , , and will be
solved together with the following established circuit solver.

B. Circuit Equations Based on the Admittance Matrix in the
Laplace Domain

The circuit equation system construction process is built upon
the method in [4] based on the integral scheme. Suppose that an
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Fig. 2. Arbitrary circuit network with ports. It can be characterized by the
basic I–V relationship.

arbitrary lumped network has ports, as shown in Fig. 2, and
its basic I–V relationship in the Laplace domain is expressed as

...
...

. . .
... ...

(24)

where and are port current and voltage in the Laplace do-
main, respectively. The matrix equation in (24) can be further
transformed as follows:

...
. . .

... ...

...
. . .

... ...
(25)

where

(26)

denotes the lowest common multiple of

and

(27)

where and represent the orders of zeros and poles of the
circuit network. and denote the th- and th-order co-
efficients, respectively.

Next, the matrix equation in (25) is transformed from the
Laplace domain to the time domain after some mathematical
derivation. Namely,

...
. . .

... ...
...

...
. . .

... ...
...

(28)

where

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

To efficiently calculate and , two recursive updating
schemes are developed in [4]. Namely,

(41)

(42)

In this paper, another two necessary recursive relationships
are derived apart from the above two. They are expressed as

(43)

(44)

The dimension of the circuit matrix equation is
. The unknowns involve the port current and

voltage at . After coupling this circuit matrix equa-
tion with the EM equations, the port voltage is derived from the
line integral of the -field along the lumped port surface.
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C. Vector-Fitting Algorithm

There are situations that the circuit details are unknown or
too complex to analytically calculate the admittance matrix,
while only other network parameters such as -parameters
are available. In this case, the network parameters are firstly
transformed to the admittance matrix based on the microwave
network theory, then the fast-relaxation vector-fitting (FRVF)
method [29]–[31] is used to approximate the admittance matrix
elements. FRVF employs a rational function to approximate the
sampled frequency admittance elements as

(45)

where and denote residues and poles, respectively. and
are optional, and the variable . The vector-fitting tech-
nique includes two stages. The first stage is pole identification,
and the second stage is residue identification. With this fitting
method, our proposed algorithm is very flexible in the sense that
we do not resort to specified circuit diagrams or analytical for-
mulas for the lumped network as long as the frequency samples
of its equivalent network parameters are available.

D. EM and Circuit Subsystems Coupling Scheme

We assume there are totally independent lumped circuit
networks and the EM domain is free of external current sources.
Each of the circuit networks has ports.
For the th network, a rectangular lumped port is introduced
at each interface between the EM region and this circuit net-
work. Since the electrical size of the lumped port is small com-
pared to the wavelength, quasi-static approximation is assumed
with constant electric andmagnetic fields over the lumped ports.
Since there could be more than one element adjacent to the port

, we assume that the element is one of
the elements adjacent to the th port. At the time ,
the supplied voltage at the th lumped port can be calculated by
the line integral of the field in the element along the lumped
port. Namely,

(46)

where is the unit reference vector along the direction from
the desired potential point to the reference potential point (ref-
erence ground) at the th port. A schematic illustration of the
coupling process is presented in Fig. 3. Since unknowns in the

Fig. 3. (side view) Schematic illustration of the coupling between the EM sub-
system (modeled by the DGTD) and the circuit subsystem (modeled by the ad-
mittance matrix in the Laplace domain). We assume that two of the rectangular
lumped ports are parallel with the -plane, other ports are not shown for sim-
plicity. Note that the reference direction of current flow in the EM domain and
circuit network is opposite.

circuit subsystem are current instead of current density
, (12) and (13) are reformulated

(47)

(48)

By combining (22), (28), (46), and (47), the locally coupled
EM-circuit system equations can be established as

(49)

where

(50)

(51)

is comprised of lumped port voltages. contains
the amplitude of currents through lumped ports

(52)
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(53)

with , and are diagonal matrices, and is
an identity matrix. , , and are column vectors.
Namely,

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

The overall dimension of the coupled matrix in (52) is equal

to . In this paper, the EM
domain is split into tetrahedron. Each mesh cell is assigned six
edge vector basis functions. Hence, only a square matrix with
the dimension equal to needs to be inverted.

E. Stability and LTS

The resultant marching scheme is explicit and conditionally
stable. For the stability condition, the time-stepping size for the
th element is chosen in terms of the following condition [16],
[17], [24] derived by energy conversation technique:

(58)

where represents the set of neighboring elements of
the th element, is the speed of light, is
the total area of four facets, and is the volume of element
. The ratio of effectively represents the diameter
of the finite element. As the ratio of becomes

smaller, the time-stepping size will also reduce, which will in-
crease the computational time significantly. To improve the effi-
ciency of this hybrid EM-circuit simulation algorithm, the LTS
method developed in [25] is employed to handle the generated
unstructured meshes in practical applications. This strategy re-
groups the elements according to the local time-step size. For the
th group, its time-step size is with

denoting the minimum global time-stepping
size. In our case, is chosen, which means that there is
a factor of 3 between the time steps of consecutive classes. For
mesh cells that are not located at the interface between different
groups, the classical leapfrog is applied. Otherwise, the terms
coming from the neighboring elements acquire the recently up-
dated field values from the corresponding adjacent elements.

Fig. 4. (a) Equivalent circuit of the chip capacitor. (b) Layout of the circuit
configuration. mm, mm, mm, mm,

mm, mm, mm, mm, nH,
pF, pF, , .

TABLE I
ELEMENT PARTITIONING BY CLASSES FOR THE CHIP CAPACITOR

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, several numerical examples are benchmarked
to valid the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
Both passive and active devices are included. To truncate
the computational domain, first-order absorbing absorbing
boundary conditions are employed [16], [20].

A. Chip Capacitor

To verify the feasibility of our method, a microstrip intercon-
nect structure shown in Fig. 4(a) and a Gap-Cap chip capac-
itor G15BU200K5PX05 [3] represented by the equivalent cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 4(b) is studied by the proposed algorithm. The
substrate height is 0.254 mm, and the relative dielectric constant
is 2.17. The mesh elements are classified into three groups. The
number of elements and time-step size for each class are pre-
sented in Table I. The admittance matrix for this circuit network
is analytically derived and formulated as

(59)

where , , ,
, , , and .

To characterize the attenuation effects of this capacitor, a dif-
ferential Gaussian pulse Thevenin voltage source [27] is applied
at port 1. The CPU time for 307 200 time steps based on the
minimum time step size is shown in Table II. The computational
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TABLE II
CPU GAIN TIME OF LTS VERSUS THE STANDARD LEAPFROG SCHEME

Fig. 5. Magnitude of and calculated by the proposed algorithm and
reference from ADS simulation [32].

gain of LTS is 3.89. Fig. 5 shows the calculated transmission co-
efficient . It is noted that there is a deep null around 8 GHz.
For comparison, the result from ADS [32] is also presented.
Good agreements are observed. Our result also complies with
the result calculated by TP-LN-FDTD method in [3].

B. Small-Signal Model of MESFET

To further demonstrate the proposed algorithm is capable
of modeling active devices, a microwave metal–semicon-
ductor–field-effect transistor (MESFET) amplifier is simulated.
Both the intrinsic and extrinsic equivalent circuit model of the
MESFET are considered.
1) Intrinsic Equivalent-Circuit Model of MESFET: The in-

trinsic part of its small-signal equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 6(a). The substrate and the microstrip line matching net-
works are the same as that in Fig. 4(b). Hence, the same mesh
structure in Section III-A is utilized. For the intrinsic part, the
gate terminal and the drain terminal are connected to ports
2 and 3, respectively. The admittance parameters of this circuit
are analytically derived as

(60)

The broadband frequency-domain characteristics is investi-
gated by applying a Gaussian voltage source at port 1. The tran-
sient voltages at Port 1 and Port 4 simulated by the LTS scheme

Fig. 6. (a) Intrinsic equivalent circuit of the small-signal MESFET. (b) Ex-
trinsic equivalent circuit of the small-signal MESFET. nH,

nH, nH, pF, pF, pF,
, , , , , and

mS.

Fig. 7. Simulated voltages at ports 1 and 4 versus the time sequence.

and standard leapfrog method are shown in Fig. 7. Good agree-
ments are observed, which means the LTS scheme will not de-
teriorate the accuracy compared with those from the standard
leapfrog technique. Fig. 8 describes the simulated -parame-
ters. Also, reasonable agreements between the proposed algo-
rithm and ADS are noted. The difference between the proposed
solver and ADS might be due to the lack of full-wave ability of
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Fig. 8. Magnitude of: (a) and (b) for the intrinsic MESFET amplifier
circuit.

ADS. In fact, the simulated results have good agreements with
those by the FDTD [3].
2) Extrinsic Equivalent-Circuit Model of MESFET: To in-

corporate the general model of the MESFET devices, the para-
sitic parameters at the gate, drain, and source terminals are in-
cluded in the equivalent-circuit model. This model is called the
extrinsic model [3], [13], [28], as shown in Fig. 6(b). The gate
and drain are connected to ports 2 and 3, respectively. To an-
alytically derive the admittance matrix of this circuit, it is quite
difficult and time consuming. Alternately, the FRVFmethod dis-
cussion in Section II is used to approximate the admittance ma-
trix elements by rational functions.
In our case, is chosen. The -parameters of the ex-

trinsic network from dc to 50 GHz are obtained by ADS simula-
tion with a 50-MHz frequency step. The frequency-domain ad-
mittance matrix is transformed from -parameters according
to the microwave network theory. In this example, the number
of poles is equal to 4. The coefficients of the fitted admit-
tance parameters are listed in the Appendix. Fig. 9 shows the

Fig. 9. (a) Magnitude of the original and fitted admittance values. (b) Phase of
the original and fitted admittance values.

TABLE III
CPU GAIN WITH LTS VERSUS THE STANDARD LEAPFROG SCHEME

fitted admittance values including both magnitude and phase. It
is clearly noted that excellent agreements with the sampled data
are achieved.
With these fitted admittance values, this extrinsic model

can be integrated with the proposed algorithm. By applying
a differential Gaussian voltage source at port 1, the broad-
band properties can be easily characterized. The CPU time
for 101 376 time steps based on the minimum time step size
is presented in Table III. The CPU gain of the LTS over the
standard leapfrog method is 3.80. The simulated -parameters
are shown in Fig. 10. Results from ADS are also presented
for comparison. The difference from the ADS is due to the
lack of full-wave capability of ADS simulations. For full-wave
comparison, our results agree very well with those from the
TDFEM in [13].
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Fig. 10. Magnitude of: (a) and (b) for the extrinsic MESFET amplifier
circuit.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a hybrid full-wave EM-circuit simulator based
on the DGTD and admittance matrix is developed to simulate
circuit systems. The coupling between the EM solver with the
circuit solver is realized by introducing an external voltage
source and current at the lumped port. Due to the local op-
erations of the DGTD, only small coupling matrix equations
are involved. To increase the efficiency of the time-marching
scheme, the LTS strategy is employed to dynamically facilitate
the time marching on the element level. For validation pur-
poses, multiport lumped networks including both passive R, L,
and C networks and active microwave MESFET amplifiers are
analyzed. For cases that circuit details are unavailable or too
complex to derive the mathematical expressions of admittance
matrix elements, the FRVF method is employed to obtain the
approximated admittance matrix as long as frequency samples
of its -parameters are known. It further maximizes the pro-
posed method’s flexibility.

TABLE IV
VALUE OF COEFFICIENT FOR THE ADMITTANCE ELEMENTS

TABLE V
VALUE OF COEFFICIENT 10 FOR THE ADMITTANCE ELEMENTS

APPENDIX

The circuit matrix equation for the extrinsic equivalent cir-
cuit of the small-signal field-effect transistor (FET) can be for-
mulated as

(61)

where the element is obtained by
FRVT using a rational function, and expressed as

(62)

where the coefficients , , and are determined via the
two stages discussed in the vector fitting part.
In Tables IV and V, the coefficients and for , ,
, and are presented. The superscript denotes the com-

plex conjugate. The coefficient are ,
, , and

.
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